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Cell voltage is a fundamental quantity used to monitor and control Li-ion batteries. The open circuit voltage (OCV) is of14

particular interest as it is believed to be a thermodynamic quantity, free of kinetic effects and history and, therefore, “simple”15

to interpret. Here we show that the OCV characteristics of graphite show hysteresis between charge and discharge that does16

not solely originate from Li dynamics and that the OCV is in fact history dependent. Combining First Principles calculations17

with temperature-controlled electrochemical measurements, we identify a residual hysteresis that persists even at elevated18

temperatures of greater than 50◦C due to differences in the phase succession between charge and discharge. Experimental19

entropy profiling, as well as energies and volume changes determined from First Principles calculations, suggest that the20

residual hysteresis is associated with different host lattice stackings of carbon and is related to Li disorder across planes in stage21

II configurations.22
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1 Introduction27

Graphite is ubiquitous as the primary anode material in lithium-ion batteries and has been the subject of28

extensive research, because of its high capacity, long cycle life, low operating voltage and high safety. Lithium29

(de)intercalation in graphite proceeds through a variety of stages, denoted “Stage n”, where n is the number30

of graphene layers between each lithium-filled layer [1, 2, 3, 4]. The stages are known to adopt different31

stackings of the carbon host lattice, as shown in Figure 1. We will utilise the nomenclature introduced32

elsewhere [5] to denote the carbon stacking and Li occupancies: periodic carbon layer stackings along the33

[001] axis are designated by uppercase letters separated by Greek lowercase letters if Li is intercalated34

between planes. For instance, pristine graphite (x = 0) is AB stacked, while fully lithiated Stage I LiC635

(x = 1) adopts AαAαAα stacking [3, 6, 7]. Here α denotes a lithium filled layer and x is the fraction of Li36

in LixC6 (0 ≤ x ≤ 1).37
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Figure 1: Structural representations of different carbon stackings in experimentally confirmed stages of
graphite. (a) Top down view of carbon and lithium arrangements in Stages I and II. (b-e): side views,
showing the layers occupied with Li and carbon stackings in (b) empty AB stacked graphite, (c) AαABβB
stacked dilute Stage II, with β indicating a lithium layer translated with respect to α, (d) AαAAαA Stage
II and (e) Aα stacked Stage I. Green represent Li atoms while the brown indicate C atoms.

Table 1 summarises the current consensus on the stages formed during lithiation and delithiation of graphite,38

as obtained from in-situ electrochemical X-ray diffraction (XRD) and neutron diffraction [8, 9, 10, 7, 1, 2,39

11, 12], spectroscopic measurements [13, 14] and X-ray ex-situ analysis of compounds obtained by heat40

treatment [3].41

Table 1: Overview of carbon stackings and stoichiometries of lithium-graphite stages from the literature.
[15, 16, 4, 11, 17, 5, 1, 2]

Stage Stacking Composition x in LixC6

Stage I AαAα x = 1 (LiC6)
Stage II AαAAαA x = 0.5 (LiC12)

Dilute Stage II (IID) AαABβB x ≈ 0.33 (LiC18)
Stage III AαAB or AαABAαAC x ≈ 0.22 (LiC27)
Stage IV Unknown x ≈ 0.167 (LiC36)

Dilute Stage I (ID) AB x ≈ 0.0833 (LiC72)
Graphite AB x = 0

In the higher stages III and IV proposed based on electrochemical and XRD measurements [1, 2], the host42

lattice stacking is still either hypothetical or disputed. Diffraction and electrochemical dQ/dV features from43

these stages both showed a complex temperature dependence [1, 18]. The associated XRD peaks are broader,44

indicating a lower degree of long range order and so those stages are considered less important for interpreting45

the electrochemical behaviour than those indicated in Figure 1.46
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The measured open circuit voltage (OCV) is usually considered equivalent to the equilibrium potential, which47

is dictated by the sequence of Li/graphite stages. Measurement of the state of charge (SOC, i.e. the lithium48

content in the electrode materials) in Battery Management Systems, for example, relies on this interpretation49

of the OCV [19, 20]. But a hysteresis between lithiation and delithiation of the measureable OCV is generally50

observed even for Li/graphite half cells [2, 21, 1, 22, 23, 7, 24, 12], suggesting that the full cell OCV is not a51

simple function of the thermodynamic ground state. The lack of a clear one-to-one relationship between the52

OCV and the state of charge could lead to incorrect battery management and control decisions, leading to53

lithium plating and safety issues. To clarify the role of kinetics of lithiation/delithiation, versus a true path54

dependency on the OCV hysteresis, extending the measurement relaxation time indefinitely is unfeasible.55

Alternatively, the temperature can be varied to separate processes by activation energy. Surprisingly, the56

temperature-dependence of the OCV over a wider range than near room temperature (i.e., 20-30◦C) hasn’t57

attracted much attention yet. Varying the temperature under OCV relaxation conditions also allows the58

entropic and enthalpic origins of the OCV hysteresis to be separated [22, 25], allowing greater understanding59

of the physical origin of that hysteresis.60

First Principles calculations, such as the cluster expansions of different Stage I and Stage II compounds61

performed by Persson et al. [26], can also provide insights into the phase behaviour and kinetics of the staging62

phenomena. However, Persson et al. did not explicitly consider the rearrangement of the carbon layers63

during transitions between stages, motivating an extension of current understanding through a combined64

experimental/theoretical approach.65

We hypothesise that the experimentally observed OCV hysteresis between lithiation and delithiation in66

slow continuous galvanostatic measurements and in galvanostatic intermittant titration technique (GITT)67

experiments originates from different carbon stacking pathways during lithiation versus delithiation [11, 6,68

27, 28]. In-situ XRD suggests Stage I - Stage II coexistence for x ≥ 0.5 within an AAAA stacked host69

lattice in both cycling directions [9, 8]. Previous in-situ measurements have failed to fully resolve the host70

lattice configurations for lithium filling x < 0.5 [9, 8, 29]. Therefore, a combination of carefully designed71

experiments and ab-initio calculations is used to substantiate this interpretation.72

The paper is structured as follows. The measureable OCV is thoroughly characterised through GITT ex-73

periments in both cycling directions and as a function of temperature. From the temperature dependence74

of the OCV, we show that energetic and entropic contributions to the OCV differ depending on cycle di-75

rection. Supported by First Principles total energy calculations, the energetic contribution is attributed to76

carbon stacking differences, with AA-type stackings persisting for x < 0.5 during delithiation. The measured77

entropic differences, on the other hand, originate from an increased amount of Li in formally empty layers78

during delithiation resulting in additional configurational entropy.79

The existence of meta-stable carbon stackings suggests a significant activation energy for carbon layer shifts,80

which nudged-elastic-band calculations show to not exist in perfectly ordered Stage II configurations at81

0 K. Rather, we propose that the levels of residual Li occupying formally empty layers alters the energy82

landscape of carbon stackings, resulting in the persistence of meta-stable AA-type stackings for x < 0.583

during delithiation. Further evidence of a different stacking behaviour is provided by comparing previously84

reported experimental graphite volume changes dependent on cycling direction with expected trends from85

Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations. The implications of these findings for understanding and86

mitigating hysteresis, not just in graphite, but in other Li and Na-ion intercalation hosts, are discussed.87

2 Results88

2.1 Open circuit voltage (OCV) variation with cycle direction and temperature89

Open circuit voltage (OCV) results from Li/graphite coin cells, as obtained with the GITT variant described90

in section 4.4 are shown in Figure 2. The lithium content x was calculated by normalising the cumulative91
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charge passed after each galvanostatic iteration to the total charge passed during the entire experiment. The92

OCV measured at the end of each relaxation period is plotted against Li content x (x = Li concentration in93

LixC6) for lithiation (Figure 2a) and delithiation (Figure 2b) at different temperatures T . The same results94

are plotted in Figure 2c-f at fixed temperatures, with lithiation and delithiation overlaid.

Figure 2: Experimental GITT results for (a) lithiation and (b) delithiation, at different temperatures, where
the central cell temperature Tc is presented in the legend. Arrows indicate the direction of cycling. (c-f): the
same results shown at fixed temperatures, in order of descending temperature (as indicated), with lithiation
and delithiation overlaid.

95

The electrochemical OCV behaviour at T = 25◦ ± 5◦C, has been well characterised elsewhere [14, 21, 8, 9,96

22, 13, 30, 1, 2] and our results are in good agreement. Briefly: a Stage I solid solution occurs for x > 0.85.97

The interval 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0.85 is ascribed to Stage I-Stage II coexistence [1, 11, 2, 8, 9, 14, 29], with the flat98

voltage response typical for a two-phase equilibrium. The observed step at x = 0.5 is proposed to arise from99

a transition from an ordered Stage II to a disordered Stage IID [31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. The voltage behaviour100

for 0.3 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 is ascribed to Stage II and dilute Stage II coexistence [11, 1, 3]. Dilute higher order stages101

III and IV [1, 2] approximating the behaviour of a solid solution, give rise to the observed behaviour for102
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x < 0.3.103

Most of the lithiation profile (Figure 2a) is rather insensitive to temperature changes. In particular, the104

plateau at about 0.085 V in the interval 0.5 < x < 1.0, shows negligible variation with temperature, as105

expected for a first order phase transition. Likewise, there is no significant change of the measured OCV106

with temperature for x < 0.25. However, the interval 0.25 < x < 0.5 shows a systematic decrease in cell107

voltage with increasing cell temperature. Delithiation profiles, shown in Figure 2b, display a more complex108

temperature dependence than the lithiation profiles. However, both data sets show a decrease in cell voltage109

with increasing temperature. We return to this point in section 2.2.110

The step at about x = 0.5 remains well defined above room temperature, and the change in OCV with111

temperature reflects the same trend as observed for lithiation: a decrease in OCV only in the interval112

0.25 < x < 0.5. At and below room temperature, however, the profiles are sensitive to temperature over113

a broader range of x. In particular, the feature at x = 0.5 becomes much broader and extends further to114

higher lithium content.115

Figure 2c-f show that a hysteresis of the measured OCV between lithiation and delithiation, respectively, is116

observed at all investigated temperatures. The hysteresis is smallest in the composition range 0.5 < x < 1.0,117

where the two curves appear to converge towards the same value of OCV with an increase in temperature.118

The voltage separation between lithiation and delithiation is lowest at the highest temperature, Figure 2c,119

between 0.5 < x < 1, and then increases with lower temperatures.120

The most important result for the subsequent analysis is that the hysteresis between lithiation and delitha-121

tion remains pronounced even at T = 57 ◦C for x < 0.5. For these compositions, a plateau is observed122

during delithiation that appears more clearly resolved at higher temperatures and broadens out at lower123

temperatures. A plateau is also observed during lithiation (Figure 2f) in the same composition interval that124

appears most defined at the lowest temperature and loses definition with an increase in temperature.125

2.2 Dependence of entropy and enthalpy profiles on cycle direction126

Partial molar (p.m.) entropy and enthalpy profiles, acquired using the procedure described in section 4.4127

are presented in Figure 3a-b. Results were obtained by modifying the cell temperature during the OCV128

relaxation period for each x value and determining partial molar (p.m.) enthalpy (Figure 3a) and p.m.129

entropy (Figure 3b) by equations 8 and 7, respectively. The corresponding OCV profiles at the end of the130

relaxation periods are shown in Figure 3c. Results are shown in Figure 3 such that addition of the upper131

two curves gives -∂G/∂x (i.e. the OCV) in the lower curve.132

Results obtained during lithiation, shown in Figure 3a-b, are in good agreement with those obtained elsewhere133

by Reynier and Yazami [32, 33, 7], Thomas and Newman [36], and us [31]. Key features of the lithiation134

profiles, labelled from right to left as 1-5 in Figure 3a, are commonly interpreted according to the phase135

succession already discussed: 1: Stage I solid solution; 2: Stage I-Stage II coexistence; 3: a transition from136

ordered Stage II structure at x = 0.5 to a disordered dilute Stage II for x < 0.5 [7, 32, 33, 31]; 4: Stage II -137

dilute Stage II coexistence; 5: a dilute feature at low Li occupation [31] that shows a p.m. entropy response138

approximating a solid solution and appears to have a distinct origin from a phase transition [31]. Further139

interpretation of the entropy profile features is in the Supplementary Information, Figure S4.140

There is a pronounced difference in entropy responses between lithiation and delithiation for x < 0.5 as141

previously observed by Allart et al. [22]. The negative p.m. entropy value in this interval, for both cycling142

directions, is also consistent with the observed decrease in OCV with increasing cell temperature, as shown143

in Figure 2. Additionally, there is a difference between the enthalpy profiles obtained from the two cycling144

directions, Figure 3a, suggesting there is both an entropy and an enthalpy component to the hysteresis over145

a wide range of composition 0.1 < x < 0.5.146

Feature 4 in Figure 3a shows a local maximum in the p.m. enthalpy, -∂H/∂x, in both cycling directions. The147

maximum is more pronounced in the delithiation direction than for lithiation. This trend is in agreement148
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Figure 3: Profiles obtained at central temperature, T c = 47oC: (a) partial molar (p.m.) enthalpy, (b)
p.m. entropy and (c) open circuit voltage obtained during lithiation and delithiation (black arrows indicate
direction of cycling), as a function of lithation degree x in LixC6. The y-axis T in (b) is the absolute
temperature expressed in degrees K, shown at the top of the column. Labelled features 1-5 corresponding
to the lithiation profiles are referred to the main text.

with the variation in the OCV response, Figure 3c. The p.m. entropy response, Figure 3b shows the opposite149

trend in this interval. The difference between the measured OCV in each cycling direction arises mostly from150

the p.m. enthalpy term, with partial cancellation due to the T∂S/∂x term. The net hysteresis in the OCV151

resulting from the enthalpy and entropy terms is approximately 10 mV, in agreement with the values shown152

in Figure 3c.153

2.3 Low temperature ground states from DFT154

Figure 4a shows the computed formation energies (Ef ) of all sampled configurations as a function of Li155

content. Ef was determined by equation 10. To be consistent with the derived experimental quantities,156
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normalised in eV per formula unit, the Ef values are likewise normalised by 6NC , where NC is the number157

of carbon atoms in the unit cell. The energy landscape within the AA stacking host is shown in blue, the158

AABB host in red, and the AB host in pink. Thermodynamic ground-states within each host are connected159

by lines, giving convex hulls for each host. The overall thermodynamic ground-states result from a convex160

hull construction over all data points (not shown). We find several low energy orderings within the the161

AABB and AA hosts that compete for overall thermodynamic stability.

Figure 4: DFT calculations of ground state Li-graphite structures. Convex hull showing the formation
energies (units meV/6C) of ground states from: blue line: stages I and stage II with AA carbon stacking; red
line: dilute stage II with AABB carbon stacking; pink line: other dilute stage compounds with AB stacking.
“str”: structures sampled by cluster expansion; “gs”: ground state structures.

162

The results are consistent with the experimentally observed stacking sequences as a function of x. The163

AA-stacked stages I and II are favoured for x ≥ 0.5; AABB stacking (dilute Stage II) is favoured over AB or164

AA stackings at intermediate x, and AB-stacked graphite is the ground-state for x → 0. It is also possible to165

draw a common tangent between the respective convex hulls for AABB and AA stackings (indicated by the166

red dashed line in Figure 5a) reflecting the two-phase coexistence of dilute Stage II and Stage II compounds.167

Finally, a similar common tangent construction would be possible between AB and AABB stackings that168

does not reflect experimentally confirmed two-phase equilibria at low concentrations, which we attribute to169

us not considering the Stage III and Stage IV compounds.170

2.4 Thermodynamics of carbon stacking and cycle direction171

Our experimental results have shown that the p.m. enthalpy depends on cycling direction in the range172

0.25 < x < 0.5, which we propose is due to graphite retaining AAAA stacking during delithiation well below173

x = 0.5 and only transitioning to the thermodynamically favoured AABB stacking (and/or AB) at much174

lower Li content. In the lithiation direction, on the other hand, the structure closely follows the AABB175

ground state configuration for approximately 0.17 < x < 0.5. Stacking transitions then occur during the two176

phase coexistence interval between the AABB and AAAA hosts. For x ≥ 0.5, we expect the same AAAA177

carbon stacking in both cycling directions for 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 1.178
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The scheme is visualised in Figure 5a. This shows the computed convex hulls for the AAAA and AABB-179

stacked systems. The dashed lines indicate the slope of the formation energy with respect to the Li concen-180

tration, x in the concentration range of interest. This slope is a chemical potential for lithium intercalation,181

µ, by equation 3. However, because DFT calculations probe the ground state energy, the presented formation182

energies exclude partial molar entropy and thus are more precisely related to the partial molar enthalpy.

Figure 5: (a) Illustration of possible cycling pathways along the ground state (gs) free energy curves presented
in Figure 4a. The slope of the red dashed line designates a chemical potential, µCT , which we propose is
followed during lithiation.. During delithiation, the AAAA-stacked structure persists as lithium is extracted
from the host lattice, corresponding to chemical potential µAA. (b) Results obtained from neutron diffraction
(ND) data. The average interlayer carbon distance, d, is shown as a function of lithium concentration x.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Fig. 1 of ref. [12]. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. d

values obtained from the AAAA and AABB-stacked DFT ground states from the present work are overlaid
for comparison.

183

Regardless, the scheme in Figure 5a suggests a more negative chemical potential if the structure follows an184

AAAA-stacked configuration during delithiation for x < 0.5 than given by the AABB to AAAA two-phase185

coexistence interval expected during lithiation. By equation 2, this translates into a more negative partial186

molar enthalpy, and therefore more positive OCV, during delithiation than during lithiation, which is exactly187

the trend observed experimentally as compared in Table 2, although the ab-initio results predict a slightly188

stronger effect than experimentally observed.189
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Table 2: Comparison of experimental values obtained from partial molar enthalpy measurements with chem-
ical potentials evaluated from DFT calculations, in each cycling direction, at x = 0.41. The difference in
values between lithiation and delithiation is compared.

Transition at x < 0.5 µ (DFT) (eV per 6C) ∂H/∂x (experiment) (eV per 6C)
Lithiation (l) -0.056 -0.150

Delithiation (d) -0.162 -0.179
Difference (l-d) 0.106 0.029

The quantitative enthalpy difference between theory and experiment could be because of (i) systematic errors190

from the van-der-Waals correction to the exchange-correlation functional used in the DFT calculations and191

(ii) to the fact that we are comparing 0 K calculations to 320 K experiments. The experimental value could192

also be different due to deviations from ideal carbon stacking (turbostratic disorder), additional effects from193

interplanar Li sites, as analysed quantitatively later, or other types of structural defects.194

The scheme is consistent with experimentally determined neutron diffraction (ND) studies of the average195

interlayer carbon spacing, d [12, 8, 9]. Those studies suggest asymmetry in the formation of Stage IID during196

lithiation and delithiation. We compare the results of in-operando neutron diffraction from the recent paper197

of Didier et al. [12] to the average interlayer carbon spacing, d, of the ground state structures calculated by198

DFT. d values were obtained by visualising the ground state unit cells within VESTA [37] and determining199

the most intense peak from simulated powder XRD patterns. The resultant d values are overlaid with the200

neutron diffraction data from ref. [12] in Figure 5b. The region of interest is higlighted in the dashed grey201

box.202

Results in the Stage I region, and also for stages greater than I, suggest that DFT systematically underes-203

timates the interlayer carbon spacing compared with experiment. Systematic differences beween predicted204

and experimental d values were found previously from DFT [38], but it is nonetheless instructive to compare205

the trends between theory and experiment. In the interval 0.17 < x < 0.41, there is a slight gradual increase206

in d predicted as a function of x, while d is predicted to remain almost constant over the same concentration207

range in the AABB host. The same decrease of d is seen in the experimental profiles obtained from delithi-208

ation but absent in the opposite direction. We take this as further evidence that the lattices remains in an209

AAAA-stacked configuration as x decreases below 0.5 during delithiation.210

2.5 Energetic barriers for stacking shifts211

The existence of meta-stable AAAA-stacked carbon during delithiation would suggest activation barriers for212

transitioning between AABB and AAAA stackings at intermediate Li concentrations. Otherwise, AAAA213

configurations would not be meta-stable and spontaneously convert to AABB as soon as x is small enough214

to thermodynamically favour AABB stacking. Based on the ground state structures found from the cluster215

expansion, activation energies for transitions between different carbon stackings were evaluated through the216

climbing image nudged elastic band (NEB) method [39, 40]. In the NEB calculations, a motif in the unit217

cell was translated along a path, as represented in Figure 6.218

We found no relevant activation energy barriers for carbon layers shifting between AABB and AAAA stacking219

or AB and AA stacking. A result is shown at a select concentration of x = 0.5 in Figure 6b. A full220

analysis over a range of x values can be found in Figure S2 and S3 in the Supplementary Information.221

There always exists a smooth, monotonous path connecting the ground-state stacking to possible alternative222

carbon stackings without a transition state. Therefore, energetic barriers to translate between different223

carbon stackings alone do not explain the hysteresis effect.224

Figure 6b indicates that AαAAαA stacking is energetically favourable at x = 0.5, consistent with the ground225

states from the cluster expansion (Figure 4). These ground states exclude thermal excitations, which could226

transfer a small fraction of lithium to the interplanar sites. Indeed, our cluster expansion within the AAAA227
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host suggests interplanar Li is energetically competitive within this stacking at x = 0.17 (points 2 and 3 in228

Figure 6c-d. Figure 6d, structure 3 shows that the AAAA ground state involves Li occupying interplanar229

sites, while structure 1, the AABB ground state and the overall lowest energy structure, shows Li occupying230

only every alternate plane, because of the unfavourable Li site environment between AB sheets.231

Figure 6c shows NEB energy profiles obtained at x = 0.17, considering translations of the highlighted motifs232

in Figure 6d along the indicated path.

Figure 6: Nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations of layer translations. (a) Top down and side views
representing the transition from AABB to AAAA stacking in the host lattice. The entire highlighted motif
is translated along the indicated direction. (b) Energy profiles of transitions between AABB to AAAA host
lattice stacking obtained at x = 0.5 (c) Energy profiles of stacking transitions at x = 0.17 using lattices
based on the AABB ground state (denoted as 1) and AAAA ground state (denoted as 3), respectively. (d)
Side views representing the carbon and lithium orderings at the two end points of the path. In (c) and (d)
the notation indicates the lithium and carbon stackings at the two ends of the NEB path.

233

The absence of lithium in the interlayer of structure 1 leads to a different qualitative energy change when the234

carbon layers transition from AABB to AAAA stacking (path 1→ 2 - uphill), than when the layers transition235

with lithium present in the interlayer (4 → 3 - downhill). The computed energetic difference between 3 and236

2, the two different lithium arrangements within AAAA stacking, is very small (approximately 5 meV/6C)237

and so also is the average interlayer carbon distance, d (3: d = 3.46 Å, 2: d = 3.49 Å).238

Plausibly, the presence of interlayer Li sites in AAAA stackings is an important factor determining the di-239

rectional dependence of the layer transitions and, therefore, the hysteresis observed in OCV below x = 0.5.240

AAAA stackings could be stabilised by residual interlayer Li that is more likely to be present during delithi-241

ation than during lithiation, which could be a contributing factor to the observed hysteresis at intermediate242
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concentrations x < 0.5 even without classical activation barriers for carbon layer shifts or considering possible243

barriers from overcoming interface energies.244

In support of these statements, the proportion of these interlayer Li sites is assessed quantitatively in the245

next section.246

2.6 Interplanar site occupation247

We performed further analysis the experimental entropy profiles from section 4.3. The configurational248

entropy, Sconfig, contains additional information regarding the interplanar Li site occupation. Sconfig can be249

extracted from the profiles shown in Figure 3b using the methods described in section 4.5.250

Results for Sconfig as a function of x are shown in Figure 7a, which was obtained by applying equation 9 to the251

experimental result for ∂S/∂x obtained at T = 320 K, i.e. Figure 3b. The total capacity of the Li/graphite252

cells was consistently found to be below the theoretical one of 372 mAh/g. Therefore, we multiplied x by253

a correction factor so that value of Sconfig at maximum lithiation matched the dashed solid solution line254

corresponding to a Stage I solid solution.

Figure 7: (a) Configurational entropy obtained at central temperature T = 320 K: dark grey solid line: ideal
solid solution; light blue solid line: Bragg-Williams solution with interplanar mean field Li-Li repulsion of
75 meV; salmon solid line: sequential two level solid solution; red dashed line: experimental lithiation; blue
dashed line: experimental delithiation. (b) Order parameter |χ|, as described in the main text, labelled as
in (a). In (a), select points (c-e) are indicated and schematic representations of the lattice occupations of Li
in levels n1 (green balls) and n2 (blue balls) are shown on the right.

255
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The Li occupation in each alternate layer can be considered in sublattices n1 and n2 for a given x, with256

representative examples shown in Figure 7c-e, such that x = (n1 +n2)/2. Solid lines in Figure 7a-b indicate257

three hypothetical cases. The salmon pink line denotes sequential filling of Li into two well-separated energy258

levels. This case, with Sconfig(x) described in equations S5 and S6, results in each alternate plane between259

the carbon sheets being filled randomly with Li up to x = 0.5; only then the next layer fills above x = 0.5.260

The dark grey line shows the result for an ideal solid solution, equation S4 if Li were to fill all available sites261

at random, i.e. n1 = n2 for all x. The blue solid line is the solution to a Bragg-Williams model [31] assuming262

only nearest neighbour repulsive pairwise lithium interactions between planes of ∆ = 75 meV and no in-263

plane interactions. The model produces a behaviour in Sconfig(x) intermediate between the solid solution264

and sequential two level filling. At x = 1, there is a net repulsion on each Li atom of 2∆, as represented in265

Figure 7c. At x = 0.5, this model results in one of the sublattices being preferentially filled, as represented266

schematically in Figure 7e. In contrast, a perfect Stage II structure as predicted by sequential two level267

filling (Figure 7d) would result in Sconfig(0.5) = 0.268

Experimental results for lithiation and delithiation, shown as dashed lines, feature two peaks, with a local269

minimum centred at x ≈ 0.5. Both curves show a very similar value of TSconfig ≈ 10 meV per 6C at T = 320270

K, indicating nearly the same lattice configuration at x = 0.5.271

It is beneficial to construct a “staging order parameter”, χ(x) = n1−n2, to quantify the interlayer Li disorder272

[41], which is plotted in Figure 7b. Formally, χ(x) takes values between -1 and +1 but only the absolute273

value is meaningful here. If |χ(x)| = 1, then only one layer is filled with Li, representing maximal staging274

order. If χ(x) = 0, both layers are occupied with equal probability, disorder is maximal and no staging275

is observed. The required occupations of interplanar sites, n1 and n2 were obtained from Sconfig(x), using276

equation S7 and applying a numerical procedure detailed in the Supplementary Information.277

As suggested by the previous results, the trend in order parameter |χ(x)| is very similar between lithiation and278

delithation for x ≥ 0.5. At x = 0.5 both curves show nearly identical order parameters to the Bragg-Williams279

solution of |χ(x)| ≈ 0.8. However, there is a pronounced difference in the trend in |χ(x)| values for x < 0.5.280

The |χ(x)| value for delithiation is always greater than the value obtained during lithiation, indicating281

that greater configurational order is obtained during lithiation. In fact the experimental delithiation result282

closely resembles the Bragg-Williams model, while |χ(x)| values obtained for lithiation for x < 0.5 are only283

marginally higher than expected for sequential two level filling.284

The staging order parameter trends for x < 0.5 are consistent with the carbon layer transitions and energetic285

trends predicted from DFT. During lithiation only half of the layers are filled with lithium in an AABB-286

stacked configuration, consistent with two level filling. The energy level difference can be attributed to the287

different Li environment between AA and AB sheets. During delithiation, alternate layers are preferentially288

emptied by Li due to repulsive interactions in an AAAA-stacked host, but the Li repulsion is insufficient289

to prevent some Li staging disorder, which we propose delays the transition to AABB-stacking. This result290

provides further support for the statement from DFT regarding the importance of interplanar sites to the291

observed hysteresis effect. It additionally provides insight into the origins of the hysteresis in OCV arising292

from the partial molar entropy term.293

3 Discussion294

A residual hysteresis is observed in the measured open circuit voltage (OCV) during lithiation and delithi-295

ation in graphite. The hysteresis is not reduced even at temperatures T > 50◦C. Energetic and entropic296

components to the hysteresis were measured. Energetic differences and volume changes from First Principles297

calculations suggest the system remains in metastable AAAA carbon stacking configurations during delithi-298

ation. More interlayer Li disorder during delithiation was determined from measurements, as expected for299

Li in AAAA-stacked configurations. No relevant energetic barriers for transitioning between formal ground300

state stages were found from DFT. Instead, the interlayer Li sites in Stage II configurations contribute to the301
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hysteresis effect. In combination with the enthalpy difference in each cycling direction, this entropy difference302

results in a net higher OCV during delithiation. Increasing the temperature does not cause the lithiation303

and delithiation OCV curves to converge to the same values, since a temperature rise would increase the304

proportion of occupied sites in the interlayer.305

The work has implications for control of Li-ion batteries. The open circuit voltage is often considered306

equivalent to the equilibrium potential at each state of charge, i.e. lithiation fraction in graphite. However,307

the present results reveal that the cycling direction must also be taken into account under any practical308

temperature or relaxation time. Models of the OCV used to determine the state of charge in battery309

management systems (BMS) should take history dependence into account. Due to differences in the d-310

spacing with cycle direction, in-situ pressure or stress measurements might be beneficial to augment BMS311

models [29, 42].312

The entropy behaviour dependent on cycling direction of other materials that are known to show hysteresis313

should also be explored. As an example, lithium iron phosphate (LFP) particles have shown greater spatial314

heterogeneity during delithiation than during lithiation [43]. The strategies are also relevant to understanding315

stacking sequence related changes in layered Li and Na-ion intercalation hosts due to lattice invariant shear316

[44, 45].317

4 Methods318

4.1 Electrode and cell preparation319

Carbon working electrodes were prepared by a mixture of graphite powder (particle size < 20µm, synthetic,320

Sigma-Aldrich), Super P carbon and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) in a321

mass ratio of 93:5:2, respectively. The slurry was then cast onto copper foil using a doctor blade, dried and322

calendared to approximately 80-90 µm thickness to make the working electrode.323

Stainless steel CR2032 coin cells were used for all measurements. Cells were prepared in an Argon-filled324

glovebox ([H2O] < 0.1 ppm, [O2] < 0.1 ppm) with Celgard separator and a 1 M LiPF6 in a 1:1 wt/wt325

mixture of ethyl carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) electrolyte. Working electrodes of 12 mm326

diameter were punched out the film using a disc cutter. An oversized 16mm Li foil was used as counter327

and reference electrode to mitigate effects from inhomogeneous lithiation. All voltages are, consequently,328

reported with respect to metallic Li.329

Experimental measurements were performed using aluminium heat exchangers, in direct thermal contact330

with the coin cells, which were connected to a Julabo F12 refrigerated – heating circulator, allowing direct331

control over the cell temperatures. This setup enabled more rapid thermal equilibration of the cells than332

would be possible using a climate chamber. Temperature was monitored by type-J thermocouples in direct333

contact with the heat exchangers. A Keysight 34972A data acquisition system with multiplexer unit was334

used for high resolution (22 bit) voltage and temperature measurements, assisting post processing of entropy335

profile data. Cell current and voltage was controlled by a BaSyTec CTS cycler. A software interface between336

the data acquisition unit and the battery cycler allowed real time measurement of temperature, current and337

voltage to the required resolution. Data points were recorded every 1 s. Further detail of the setup can be338

found in earlier publications [46, 31, 47].339

All freshly assembled cells were subjected to a formation protocol before use: three full galvanostatic charge-340

discharge cycles were performed at a rate of 37.2 mA/g (determined from the active material mass of graphite)341

corresponding to a C/10 rate. These cycles were performed between voltage limits of 0.050 and 1.500 V,342

at a controlled temperature of 25 ◦C. Similar procedures have been used elsewhere[31, 48] and are intended343

to ensure stable solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation and representative cycling performance before344

performing the slower characterisation techniques described in the next sections.345
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4.2 Constant current/constant voltage protocols346

All continuous galvanostatic, GITT and entropy profiling measurements described subsequently were pre-347

ceded by a constant current/constant voltage (dis)charging protocol, designated ”CCCV (dis)charge”, to348

ensure a consistent starting lithiation state for each experiment. A CCCV charge consists of galvanostatic349

delithiation at C/20 (18.6 mA/g) up to 1.5 V, followed by at least 2 hours of polarisation at 1.5 V. A CCCV350

discharge starts with galvanostatic lithiation at C/25 (14.88 mA/g) down to 0.005 V, followed by at least 2351

hours of polarisation at 0.005 V. The low C-rate here was designed to mitigate the risk of lithium plating so352

close to 0 V, while allowing lithiation as close as possible to the ideal LiC6 structure (x = 1).353

4.3 Determination of thermodynamic profiles354

Relevant thermodynamic variables are defined here to ensure consistency between experimental and DFT355

results in the preceding sections and to ensure those results are compared on equivalent energy and lithium356

concentration scales.357

It is well known that the equilibrium cell voltage, φ(x) and chemical potential of intercalated Li, µ(x) are358

related as359

φ(x) = −
µ(x)− µref

Li

nF
, (1)

where µref
Li is the chemical potential of the metallic Li anode reference, which is defined as zero on our

reference scale. n = 1 is the number of electrons transferred per LiC6 formula unit, and F is the Faraday
constant. With a suitable choice of units for all potentials (µ expressed in eV per formula unit), this can be
written much more simply as

φ(x) = −µ(x). (2)

The intercalated Li chemical potential is defined by360

µ(x) =

(

∂G(x)

∂NLi

)

p,T,Nhost

=

(

∂G(x)

∂x

)

p,T,Nhost

, (3)

where G = the absolute (i.e. extensive) Gibbs free energy, p = pressure, T = the absolute temperature, Nhost361

and NLi are respectively the number of carbon and lithium atoms in the system. As there is one Li atom per362

LiC6 formula unit, with x expressing the fraction of lithium in LixC6 (0 ≤ x ≤ 1), i.e. x = NLi/(6Nhost).363

G is the Gibbs free energy per formula unit of 6C. The subscripts p, T and Nhost will be implicitly assumed364

constant from now on and dropped for simplicity.365

Likewise it is well known that
∂G(x)

∂x
=

∂H(x)

∂x
− T

∂S(x)

∂x
, (4)

where H(x) and S(x) are the enthalpy and entropy, respectively, per formula unit of host material.366

Assuming that the OCV, EOCV, measured at the end of the relaxation period for each x value corresponds367

to φ(x), we can use equations 2, 3 and 4 to get ∂G/∂x = −EOCV. Then, taking the derivative of the OCV368

with respect to T and using the chain rule, we obtain369

∂EOCV (x)

∂T
=

∂S(x)

∂x
−

∂

∂x

[

T

(

∂S(x)

∂T

)

p,Nhost

−

(

∂H(x)

∂T

)

p,Nhost

]

. (5)

However,370
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T

(

∂S(x)

∂T

)

p,Nhost

=

(

∂H(x)

∂T

)

p,Nhost

= Cp, (6)

where Cp is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure. Hence we can simplify equation 5 as371

∂S(x)

∂x
=

∂EOCV(x)

∂T
(7)

and so
∂H(x)

∂x
= T

∂EOCV(x)

∂T
− EOCV(x). (8)

Due to the choice of units of eV per formula unit for the potentials H(x) and TS(x), i.e. as in the conversion372

between equations 1 and 2, the usual factors of F have been omitted. All of the terms in equations 7 and 8373

are measurable using methods described in section 4.4.374

4.4 Entropy profiling and open circuit voltage measurement375

We used similar methods as in our previous work to obtain entropy profiles under lithiation conditions376

[46, 31, 47]. The method is akin to GITT, comprising alternating steps under galvanostatic control followed377

by relaxation under open circuit conditions, but in addition the temperature is varied during the relaxation378

period and entropy is calculated from the gradient of OCV with temperature. Measurements comprised379

iterative steps of galvanostatic (dis)charge at C/25 followed by a total of 80 minutes of relaxation time.380

All entropy profiling measurements were preceded by a constant current/constant voltage (dis)charging381

protocol, designated ”CCCV (dis)charge”, to ensure a consistent starting lithiation state for each experiment.382

A CCCV charge consisted of galvanostatic delithiation at C/20 (18.6 mA/g) up to 1.5 V, followed by at383

least 2 hours of polarisation at 1.5 V. A CCCV discharge started with galvanostatic lithiation at C/25 (14.88384

mA/g) down to 0.005 V, followed by at least 2 hours of polarisation at 0.005 V. The low C-rate here was385

designed to mitigate the risk of lithium plating so close to 0 V, while allowing lithiation as close as possible386

to the ideal LiC6 structure (x = 1).387

Entropy profiling in lithiation mode was performed in an iterative procedure, where the current and temper-388

ature were changed dynamically as outlined in Table 3. The central temperature, Tc was varied as indicated389

in the results section of the main paper. Entropy measurements comprising iterative steps of galvanostatic390

discharge were initiated by performing a ”CCCV charge” step at T = Tc+3 ◦C. Each iteration was repeated391

until the cell voltage was less than 0.005 V, mirroring the cutoff voltage of the CCCV discharge procedure.392

State of charge, x, was obtained from normalising the change of capacity from each galvanostatic step in393

Table 3 to the total change of capacity obtained during the entire experiment.394

Table 3: Conditions applied during each iteration of the entropy profiling experiments. An example temper-
ature profile at Tc = 25 ◦C is illustrated for clarity in the right hand column.

Step
Time
(min)

Temperature T
(◦C)

Applied T
at Tc = 25 ◦C

Discharge (C/25) 20 Tc + 3 28
OCV relaxation 20 Tc + 3 28

Temperature step T1 at OC 20 Tc 25
Temperature step T2 at OC 20 Tc − 3 22
Temperature step T3 at OC 20 Tc + 3 28

We also performed a set of measurements where profiles were initiated from a ”CCCV discharge” at T =395

Tc +3 ◦C, and the graphite electrode was delithiated stepwise at C/25. These experiments were cut off once396
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the cell voltage reached a value greater than 1.5 V. The temperature program in Table 3 was also used here,397

except that step 1 was a charge rather than a discharge.398

The target variable from the temperature program shown in Table 3 is the slope of the open circuit voltage399

(EOCV) with respect to temperature, i.e. (∂EOCV/∂T ), at constant x, as shown in section 4.3. We applied the400

OCV background subtraction methods developed in our previous work [46] to subtract the time-dependent401

voltage drift and avoid excessive measurement times for each x value.402

4.5 Extracting configurational entropy403

The experimental p.m. entropy profiles from section 2.2 can be further analysed to obtain the configurational404

entropy, Sconfig, of lithium in graphite. The total entropy naturally is a sum of configurational, vibrational405

and electronic components [32, 49, 33].406

The electronic entropy contribution [32, 49, 33], which should not vary much with x, can be neglected.407

However, Reynier et al. showed the vibrational entropy, Svib, of Li in graphite to be significant [32]. Previous408

experimental [50] and theoretical [38] investigations also showed differences in the vibrational modes of409

Li in the different Li-graphite stages. Fortunately, Svib can be estimated by approximating the phonon410

spectrum with a single Debye temperature for each vibrational mode [32, 51, 52] (c.f. the Supplementary411

Information for details). By taking the raw partial molar entropy data as shown in Figure 3e and subtracting412

the vibrational entropy component obtained for each x value, the partial molar configurational entropy,413

∂Sconfig/∂x, can be obtained, as shown in Figure S4. Then by integration414

∫ x′=x

x′=0

(

∂Sconfig(x
′)

∂x′

)

dx′ = Sconfig(x) ≈ S(x)− Svib(x), (9)

we obtain Sconfig(x). The integration constant is Sconfig(x = 0) = 0, because there can be no Li disorder in415

pure graphite.416

4.6 Computational methods417

Spin-polarized Density-Functional-Theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab-Initio418

Simulation Package (VASP) [53, 54, 55, 56]. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional within the419

generalized gradient approximation has been used throughout [57]. The projector-augmented wave method420

was used to represent the core electrons [58]. The valence electronic states were expanded in plane-wave basis421

sets with cutoff energies of 450 eV. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all three dimensions. The422

force convergence criterion in structural optimization was set to be 0.03 eV/Å. A k-mesh of (12×12×7) was423

used for AαB and AαA stacked hosts and a (11×11×3) k-mesh for AαABβB stacked hosts. The DFT-D2424

method was employed to describe Van der Waals interactions [59].425

The cluster expansion method, implemented within the Alloy Theoretic Automated Toolkit (ATAT) [60, 61],426

was used to efficiently sample low energy Li configurations within the respective carbon stackings. The energy427

of a configuration was calculated within Density-Functional-Theory using the Vienna Ab-Initio Software428

Package (VASP). Details of the input parameters and exchange-correlation functional are in section 4.6. In429

lithiated graphite, the stackings of AαBα, AαABβB and AαAα were used as the parent lattices to sample430

configurations with prototype structures shown in Figure S1. The cluster expansions of AA, AABB and AB431

stackings were well converged after sampling 87, 126 and 58 different Li ordering configurations, respectively.432

For each cluster expansion, the configurational degrees of freedom included only Li sites, i.e. we froze carbon433

stacking degrees of freedom (while allowing the lattice constant to relax) and confined calculations to a small434

number of experimentally confirmed stackings, representing the Li-graphite stages shown in Figure 1.435
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Consistent reference energies across hosts, AB-stacked carbon (x = 0) and AA-stacked LiC6 (x = 1), were
used for all cluster expansions. The formation energy, Ef was thus determined by

Ef = E(LixC6)− (1− x)E(C6)− xE(LiC6), (10)

where E(LixC6), E(C6) and E(LiC6) are the energies of the sampled configuration, AB-stacked graphite436

(x = 0) and AA-stacked LiC6 (x = 1), respectively.437

The climbing-image nudged elastic band (NEB) method was used to search for the transition states (TSs)438

of the structure transformation, with three images considered between the initial and final state [39, 40].439
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Figures

Figure 1

Structural representations of different carbon stackings in experimentally con �rmed stages of graphite.
(a) Top down view of carbon and lithium arrangements in Stages I and II. (b-e): side views, showing the
layers occupied with Li and carbon stackings in (b) empty AB stacked graphite, (c) AαAB βB stacked dilute
Stage II, with  β indicating a lithium layer translated with respect to α, (d) AαAAαA Stage II and (e) Aα
stacked Stage I. Green represent Li atoms while the brown indicate C atoms.



Figure 2

Experimental GITT results for (a) lithiation and (b) delithiation, at different temperatures, where the
central cell temperature Tc is presented in the legend. Arrows indicate the direction of cycling. (c-f): the
same results shown at  �xed temperatures, in order of descending temperature (as indicated), with
lithiation and delithiation overlaid.



Figure 3

Pro les obtained at central temperature, Tc = 47°C: (a) partial molar (p.m.) enthalpy, (b) p.m. entropy and
(c) open circuit voltage obtained during lithiation and delithiation (black arrows indicate direction of
cycling), as a function of lithation degree x in LixC6. The y-axis T in (b) is the absolute temperature
expressed in degrees K, shown at the top of the column. Labelled features 1-5 corresponding to the
lithiation pro �les are referred to the main text.



Figure 4

DFT calculations of ground state Li-graphite structures. Convex hull showing the formation energies
(units meV/6C) of ground states from: blue line: stages I and stage II with AA carbon stacking; red line:
dilute stage II with AABB carbon stacking; pink line: other dilute stage compounds with AB stacking. "str":
structures sampled by cluster expansion; "gs": ground state structures.



Figure 5

(a) Illustration of possible cycling pathways along the ground state (gs) free energy curves presented in
Figure 4a. The slope of the red dashed line designates a chemical potential, μCT , which we propose is
followed during lithiation.. During delithiation, the AAAA-stacked structure persists as lithium is extracted
from the host lattice, corresponding to chemical potential μAA. (b) Results obtained from neutron
diffraction (ND) data. The average interlayer carbon distance, d, is shown as a function of lithium



concentration x. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Fig. 1 of ref. [12]. Copyright 2020 American
Chemical Society. d values obtained from the AAAA and AABB-stacked DFT ground states from the
present work are overlaid for comparison.

Figure 6

Nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations of layer translations. (a) Top down and side views representing
the transition from AABB to AAAA stacking in the host lattice. The entire highlighted motif is translated
along the indicated direction. (b) Energy pro �les of transitions between AABB to AAAA host lattice
stacking obtained at x = 0.5 (c) Energy pro �les of stacking transitions at x = 0.17 using lattices based on
the AABB ground state (denoted as 1) and AAAA ground state (denoted as 3), respectively. (d) Side views
representing the carbon and lithium orderings at the two end points of the path. In (c) and (d) the notation
indicates the lithium and carbon stackings at the two ends of the NEB path.



Figure 7

(a) Con �gurational entropy obtained at central temperature T = 320 K: dark grey solid line: ideal solid
solution; light blue solid line: Bragg-Williams solution with interplanar mean  eld Li-Li repulsion of 75 meV;
salmon solid line: sequential two level solid solution; red dashed line: experimental lithiation; blue dashed
line: experimental delithiation. (b) Order parameter |X|, as described in the main text, labelled as in (a). In
(a), select points (c-e) are indicated and schematic representations of the lattice occupations of Li in
levels n1 (green balls) and n2 (blue balls) are shown on the right.
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